No one can claim ‘anyone’ is alone in this unleashed spacious world.
Whatever is done, even individually, is collectively done by mere
cooperation. Someone may be readily perceived lavishly visible in the
midst of an activity, yet the others sure invisible are quite present
there. I am indebted to those others, concretely or abstractly, added
power and momentum to my needy starving elbows; those who
facilitated the possibility of letting something worthy of notice
inevitably occur, and to eventually come up with a product that can
not be celebrated in absentia, all alone. Now, I am proudly obliged, in
fact how lucky I am, to be grateful to those who paved me the way to
manipulate the moments and chances of converting thoughts publicly
into language; in talk and print.
I would like, accordingly here, to extend my appreciation to all those
students who have awakened and monitored my continual thinking
over those years with their curious observation and critical attendance.
I should willingly make a particular mention of Miss. Mahnaz Dzaleh,
not merely because of her skill in typesetting and word processing on
preparing the drafts of the book in access, but also for almost three or
four years of diligent companionship as someone whole-heartedly
devoted herself to tolerantly peer expecting something unexpected.
The creation of a book is obviously subject to the presence of a crony
publisher. The role impact of a seasoned publisher in this domain is
quite undeniable. It is my pleasure here to express insurmountable
gratitude regarding the managerial wit meticulously exercised by the
arduous Mr. M. Sajjad in supervising the technical procedures
implemented to eventually bring the moment long awaited for;
celebrating a genesis. I have to, as well, announce my compliments to
Mr. Husainabadi whose close pursuance and modest tolerance led to
the offshoot of an academic product of university category into
concrete encounter.
Occasionally, a blessing from the heaven all of a sudden generously
befalls upon an absent minded-wandering audience. A case of mine
solidly confirms an assertion as such. The series editor, an arduous
volunteer Mr. Mohammad Mohseni Far, an M.A. topper and a
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brilliant member of the Iranian National Foundation of Elite, and to
every one’s surprise, the author of over ten research papers published
in the international peer-reviewed and refereed journals, including
prestigious journals in the USA, Germany, Spain, Australia, India,
Estonia, Ukraine, Pakistan, Greece, etc. Such a character voluntarily
merged into the spiral circle of gasping collaborators. He
sympathetically did all types of delicate academic tasks in the craft of
compiling and editing books. He readily acquired the skills that were
necessarily taken as immediate demands. He acted out the narrow
turns we were unwittingly trapped in. His sophisticated knowledge in
the domain of linguistics sciences spotted and detected the veiled
errors of mine. He saved the face of the authorship. Hard nuts got
cracked in his sincere endeavors. In a word, a man of all seasons
recapitulates a man of critical moments. He did whatever must be
done. Besides, he accompanied me in the dusky departures. We drove
home together. He left me promising fresh morning reunion. He met
me on time in the still-dark mornings. He never broke a promise. This
ever happens today. This ever happens tomorrow. This ever happens
ever. This ever happens to me. This never ever happens to every one.
Finally, this book would not have ever emerged into hard existence
were it not for the unfathomable errand of dedicated assistance I
breathlessly received from the series editor, a Mr. Javad Rastinfar,
admittedly a qualified staff member of a department of English,
whom I am happily indebted to and whose brainy recommendations
and healing comments drastically contributed to the eruption of such a
kind of a book now quite incredibly tangible in hand. His persistence
that is part of every body’s undenied knowledge can be well
manifested in his being shortlisted twice in Ph.D. entrance exams.
Thanks to such achievements, he truly holds a Ph.D. without a viva
voce. No one ever heard of that. He is, without reservations, sincerely
granted extra credits as well for setting up the pages, processing the
informative details, editing the whole content and filling out the white
slots grey, eventually yielding intelligent keys for the best correct
choices to be made and marked by the industrious readingpractitioners.
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